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LATMAPA: Load-Adaptive
Throughput-MAximizing Preamble Allocation for
Prioritization in 5G Random Access
Mikhail Vilgelm, Murat Gürsu, Wolfgang Kellerer, and Martin Reisslein

Abstract—Persistently high traffic loads and heterogeneous
quality of service (QoS) requirements arising from machineto-machine (M2M) communication in wireless 5G systems require effective random access prioritization. 5G systems will
likely evolve from mature wireless technologies, e.g., Long
Term Evolution (LTE). LTE conducts random access through
preamble contention based on slotted Aloha principles. Prior
studies have mainly examined random access prioritization for
addressing temporary traffic bursts through manipulating the
access contention procedure on a given set of preambles, such
as adapting the number of permitted transmission attempts and
backoff windows. We conduct a detailed study of random access
prioritization through separating (splitting) the random access
preambles into non-overlapping priority classes. Based on the
obtained insights, we develop the Load-Adaptive ThroughputMAximizing Preamble Allocation (LATMAPA). LATMAPA automatically adjusts the preamble allocation to the priority classes
according to the random access load and a priority tuning parameter. Extensive analytical and simulation evaluations indicate
that LATMAPA provides effective QoS differentiation across a
wide range of random access loads, which are expected in 5G
systems.
Index Terms—5G wireless system; LTE connection establishment; Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Traffic; Priority classes;
Preamble separation; Random access.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Evolution of cellular networks towards 5G brings an
eminent shift in design objectives. While the previous generations of wireless systems have mainly focused on data rate
hungry applications, 5G must be designed to satisfy the diverse
needs of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) applications [1]–[6].
The M2M market is becoming more important for cellular
network operators also due to saturating growth of the personal
communication market [7], [8]. The diverse communication
requirements of M2M applications range from delay-tolerant
smart metering to highly delay-sensitive and loss-intolerant
applications in Intelligent Transportation Systems [9]–[12].
In order to efficiently support the wide variety of 5G
application requirements, it is natural that the development
of 5G systems will rely on the evolution of existing mature
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cellular technologies, such as 3GPP Long Term Evolution
(LTE) and its recent version LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). LTE
and LTE-A already support Quality-of-Service (QoS) differentiation in radio access scheduling [13] and in tunneling
through the core network. However, M2M applications pose
significant challenges for future 5G systems that build on LTE
technologies. A key M2M challenge is the large number of
devices in a single cell [14], which is expected to create high
signaling overheads. Thus, 5G systems require not only the
design of new physical layer and radio frame structures [15],
but also the evolution of the procedures for obtaining and
maintaining the radio resources [16].
In an LTE-A network, a well-known bottleneck for communication in the uplink direction is the connection establishment between a User Equipment (UE) and Evolved
NodeB (eNB) [17]. Unlike the schedule-based operation of
a connected UE, initial connection establishment is performed
using Random Access (RA), and, thus, prone to collisions
and degraded performance in the overload region [18], [19].
As Gerasimenko et al. [20] show, RA alone can cause delays
of more than 150 ms in densely populated cells. Due to the
sporadic nature of message transmissions in many MTC applications, such as emergency Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
messages, it is not prudent to keep radio resources continuously reserved. Instead, most MTC devices must complete
the RA procedure before sending a message. Thus, in order
to support differentiated quality of service (QoS) for different
classes of M2M traffic effective random access prioritization
is needed.
A. Contributions
Extensive prior work has examined the mitigation of temporary, non-persistent UE request traffic burst through manipulation of the random access procedure on a given set
of preambles, as detailed in Section I-B. In contrast, we
consider persistently high (constant) UE request traffic loads.
For the constant traffic setting, we examine the effects of
preamble separation on the LTE random access throughput,
delay, and request drop ratio for two UE request classes.
Class I represents delay-intolerant UE requests and class II
represents delay-tolerant UE requests. One can imagine a class
mapping to QoS Class Identifier (QCI) classes [21], or a
mapping to Human-to-Human (H2H) and M2M devices [22]–
[24]. We quantify the throughput, delay, and drop ratio tradeoffs of separating the preambles into two disjoint sets. For
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underloaded systems, we find that there is a “safe” allocating
region, where class I prioritization is relatively harmless for
class II. Also, we quantify an allocation region where the
overall throughput is increased due to preamble separation.
Based on these insights, we develop the Load-Adaptive
Transmission-MAximizing Preamble Allocation (LATMAPA).
LATMAPA is based on a throughput maximization principle
and automatically adapts the number of preambles allocated
to the high- and low-priority classes according to their load
levels. Our evaluations indicate that LATMAPA effectively
ensures high throughput as well as low delays and drop
probabilities for the high priority class across a wide load
range.
B. Related Work
Random access in LTE-A has been studied from a variety of
angles. In the following, we briefly review the categories most
closely related to our random access prioritization study. We
first review studies on the general problem area of controlling
random access overload due to M2M traffic in LTE random
access. Then we review studies on QoS provisioning and
prioritization in LTE random access.
1) M2M Traffic in LTE Random Access: As a 3GPP approved solution, Access Class Barring (ACB) has been introduced in LTE release 8 [25]. ACB defines a specific barring
probability parameter, which is used by every UE to decide
probabilistically whether or not to attempt a transmission.
Building upon the standardized solution, studies [26], [27]
have proposed methods for cooperatively changing barring parameters among the neighboring base stations, while dynamic
adjustments of the ACB have been studied in [28], [29]. The
ACB has similarly exploited for accommodating M2M traffic
in [30]. The study [31] has examined dynamic adjustments of
the contention window and retransmission limit based on the
current load, while the authors in [32] used the future load
predictions to update the access barring parameters. In order
to limit the cross-influence of M2M and H2H devices, M2Mspecific back-off or variable access cycles for M2M-devices
can be employed [33]. Self-optimizing methods for PRACH
resource allocation have been proposed in [34], [35]. Prata
et al. [36] and Condoluci et al. [37], [38] have investigated
an expansion of the random access contention space through
a combination of conventional preambles and access code
words.
Due to the similarity of the LTE RACH problem with slotted
ALOHA (s-ALOHA), many methods from earlier studies on sALOHA have been adopted for LTE. A prominent example is
tree-based collision resolution, first introduced for s-ALOHA
in [39], [40]. Madueno et al. have analyzed tree-based collision
resolution for LTE [41]. Madueno et al. have also examined
splitting the RACH cycle into a phase for estimating the
number of arrivals, followed by a phase for serving the arrivals
with tree algorithms [42].
2) Prioritization through Random Access Procedure Manipulation: Several studies, e.g., [43]–[46], have investigated
random access prioritization through manipulations of the random contention procedures or parameters, such as transmission

attempt limit and backoff window duration, on a given set
of preambles. Moreover, as a refinement of ACB, Extended
Access Class Barring (EAB) has been introduced by 3GPP in
Release 11 [25]. EAB enables prioritization through assigning
different barring probabilities to the different UE classes [47],
[48]. The adjustment of the random access contention, e.g,
through EAB, on a given set of preambles is complementary
to our approach of conducting the random access contention
of the different priority classes on separate sets of preambles. In particular, the random access contention could be
differentiated within a given preamble set to achieve further
QoS differentiation. Generally, methods that manipulate the
random access contention, such as EAB, are designed for nonpersistent temporary UE request traffic burst [28]; whereas we
focus on persistently high UE request traffic loads.
3) Prioritization through Preamble Separation: A few prior
studies have examined different forms of preamble separation.
In particular, some studies have split the preambles into
distinct sets for contention-based random access and for noncontention (dedicated) access [35], [49], [50]. Chu et al. have
developed a general model of resource allocation in slotted
ALOHA (whereby a preamble can be considered a resource)
through a matrix representation [51]. Complementary to these
studies, we focus on contention-based random access.
Initial studies of the prioritization of contention-based random access through separating preambles have been conducted
by Lee et al. [52], Kalalas et al. [53], and Lin et al. [54], [55].
(The prioritization through preamble separation has also been
covered in the patent [56]). These initial studies have only
examined throughput for pre-configured fixed static preamble
separation. In contrast, we consider dynamic adaptive preamble separation according to the traffic loads for the priority
classes according to the LATMAPA approach introduced in
this study. Moreover, we conduct an in-depth evaluation of
LATMAPA that considers throughput, delay, and drop probabilities.
Zhao et al. [57] have proposed a heuristic load-adaptive
preamble allocation rule, which we consider as a comparison
benchmark in our evaluations, see Section VI-C. Zhao et al.
have incorporated the heuristic preamble allocation rule into an
overall protocol with a variant of binary exponential backoff.
In this study, we focus on examining the effects of preamble
allocation for prioritizing LTE random access. We do not
vary the backoff process; rather we consider the standard LTE
uniform random backoff throughout.
Du et al. [58] have proposed an approach for PRACH
resource allocation, aiming at minimizing the contention resolution time. The approach relies on real-time knowledge of
the number of contending UEs in every PRACH slot, and on
numerical solvers for calculating the optimal split for certain
load values. In contrast, LATMAPA requires only average load
as an input, and provides a closed-form expression for the
optimal split. We compare LATMAPA to the approach by
Du et al. [58] in Section VI-C.
4) Other Related LTE Random Access Studies: The impact
of limitations of the Physical Downlink Control Channel
(PDCCH) on the LTE random access procedure and the proper
dimensioning of the PDCCH has been studied in [59]–[61]. We
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Fig. 2. Illustration of steps of contention-based LTE Random Access (RA)
procedure.
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Fig. 1. Exemplary PRACH allocation on the resource grid. System parameters: 3 MHz bandwidth corresponding to 16 Resource Blocks (RBs) for all
channels, PRACH configuration index 5, frequency offset 7, preamble length
in frequency domain 6 RBs [64].

assuming that the PDCCH is properly dimensioned and does
not limit random access. For completeness, we note that the
connection establishment via LTE random access has been also
studied in the context of heterogeneous access networks [62]
and the discovery procedure in Device-to-Device (D2D) [63].
C. Paper structure
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections II and III give background on LTE random access and the
concept of preamble separation. Section IV analyzes how the
number of allocated preambles affects the RACH performance
for individual classes and for the entire system over a range
of UE request loads. Section V examines preamble allocation
methods that strive to meet a delay target or strive to maximize
throughput; the throughput maximization approach results in
the Load-Adaptive Throughput MAximizing Preamble Allocation (LATMAPA) approach. Sec. VI evaluates LATMAPA
through analysis, simulations, and benchmark comparisons.
Section VII summarizes the paper.
II. LTE-A RACH BACKGROUND
We review the basic operation of the LTE-A random access
in this section. A UE needs to go through the Random Access
(RA) procedure in order to obtain initial synchronization
with an eNB. The RA procedure is necessary in case of the
transition from RRC-IDLE state to RRC-CONNECTED, or
in other cases of lost synchronization, such as handover. An
outcome of a successful RA procedure is the acquisition of
resources for an uplink transmission on the Physical Uplink
Shared Channel (PUSCH). There are two modes of the RA
procedure: contention-free or contention-based RA. In the
contention-free mode, the eNB can uniquely identify the UE
by a received preamble sequence, due to the fact that the
preamble to be used has been communicated to the UE in
advance. Such a scenario is possible in certain cases, e.g.,
during a handover between two eNBs. In the following we
consider only the contention-based RA procedure. The LTE
RA procedure uses a dedicated Physical Random Access

Channel (PRACH). An example location of the PRACH on
the resource grid is depicted in Fig. 1.
The random access procedure starts with a UE listening for
the System Information Block 2 (SIB2) message advertised
by the eNB on the broadcast channel, see Fig. 2. The SIB2
message contains the PRACH Configuration index and the
frequency offset. These two parameters inform the UE about
the sub-frames and Resource Blocks (RBs) that are reserved
for RA in the next frame. Depending on the Configuration
index, one or more sub-frames can be reserved for PRACH.
We define a PRACH slot or slot as the time between the
beginning time instants of two consecutive PRACH subframes. For simplicity, we assume that all four protocol steps
illustrated in Fig. 2 are completed within one PRACH slot.
Afterwards, the UE selects a preamble from the available
set, and sends the selected preamble sequence to the eNB as
Message 1 (MSG1). In a typical configuration, LTE RACH has
64 available preambles, whereby 10 preambles are reserved for
contention-free access, and M = 54 preambles are available
for contention-based access. Note that MSG1 does not contain
any information about the UE’s identity. Thus, a possible
collision could not be identified upon the reception of MSG1.
The eNB can only detect whether a particular preamble has
been selected or not, but not how many UEs have selected
the preamble [41]. After the reception of MSG1, the eNB
replies with MSG2, containing a set of preambles accepted for
transmission as well as the corresponding C-RNTI and timing
advance values. At this point, all accepted UEs send MSG3 in
the scheduled slot, and, if more than one UE had selected the
same preamble for MSG1, a collision will occur and none of
the collided UEs will be granted access. If, however, a UE had
selected a unique preamble for sending MSG1, no collision
occurs at this step and the UE will receive the necessary
connection setup response as MSG4.
III. P REAMBLE S EPARATION
In this section we introduce the considered prioritization
through preamble separation and define the model of random
access system with preamble separation.
A. Preamble Assignment Options
In general, several options of allocating preambles can be
considered. Conventionally, there is no separation, meaning
all devices compete in the entire set of preambles and can collide with each other. Another option is fixed, non-overlapping
assignment, where, both classes have their own preamble set,
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF MODEL NOTATIONS
M

Set of all preambles available in each slot

M

Total number of preambles available in each slot
(= 54 if not stated otherwise)

mI , mII

Numbers of preambles allocated for class I, class II

W

Maximum number of allowed transmission attempts
(= 8 if not stated otherwise)

Bmax
λI , λII
ρ=

λ
M

Choose
preamble
from MI

Attempts
W?

Yes

Poisson proc. arrival rate, normalized for one preamble

f

Steady-state UE req. success probability in one attempt

x

Expected number of UE req. (incl. initial arrivals +
retransmissions) contending for preambles in a slot.

T

Steady-state throughput of UE req. per preamble per slot

D

Average steady-state delay (in slots)

δ

Steady-state UE req. drop prob., after max. of W attempts

ρ̂

Normalized Poisson process arrival rate achieving the max.
throughput, referred to as peak throughput load

D̂

Steady-state del. (in slots) for successful UE req. if ρ = ρ̂

δ̂

Steady-state ratio of dropped UE req. if ρ = ρ̂

thus, competing only with the devices from the same class.
Overlapping assignment [54], [55] assumes that prioritized
UEs can compete in the entire set, whereas non-prioritized
UEs can only use a predefined fraction of the preambles.
In this paper, we compare the steady-state performance of
the system for the no separation and non-overlapping assignment allocation options. The separation of the preambles into
two sets involves a number of trade-offs. By allocating more
preambles to class one, we are degrading the performance of
class two.
B. Modeling LTE-A RACH with Preamble Separation
Generally, the LTE RACH can be represented as a multichannel slotted Aloha system, with a slot representing one
time-domain RACH opportunity, and a channel representing
one RACH preamble [65], [66]. In our model, we consider
two device classes, both with an infinite number of UEs
and constant request arrival rates. That is, the numbers of
arriving requests per slot are modeled by independent Poisson
distributions, with the expected values λI and λII for class
one (delay-intolerant devices) and class two (delay-tolerant
devices), respectively.
The UEs of both classes attempt to send a RACH MSG1,
which consists of a RACH preamble chosen uniformly out of
the available sets MI and MII , respectively, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. Any request that has collided in a first transmission
attempt is retransmitted again up to the maximum of W
transmission attempts. The re-transmission proceeds after a
back-off time that is uniformly chosen from the interval 0
to Bmax . If a request has collided W times, it is considered
as dropped. We denote δ for the request drop probability.
We denote f for the probability of success in one attempt.
The average delay D measures the average number of slots
from the first request transmission attempt until the successful

λII
Yes

Yes

Choose
preamble
from MII

Collision?
No

Max. back-off value in slots (= 20, default)
Poisson arrival rates of class I, class II UE req./slot

δI, δII

No

fI, fII

Fig. 3. Illustration of two-class fixed-assignment RACH model with preamble
sets MI , MII : UE requests arrive with rates λI and λII for the two
classes and select preambles from their respective fixed-assigned sets MI and
MII . Preamble transmissions without a collision result in successes. Collided
preamble transmissions are retransmitted until W attempts are reached and
then dropped (if the W th attempt collides).

reception of the request. Note that the delay D does not take
the unsuccessful (dropped) requests into account.
Since we consider infinite sets of devices, the arrival rates
of the initial (new) requests remain constant, while the retransmissions increase the total number of UEs attempting
access up to x for the steady-state [66]. A summary of
system model notations in presented in the Tab. I. We note
that some MAC and physical layer considerations have not
been captured in our system model, since we focus on the
preamble contention aspect. We acknowledge that, in general,
the neglected parameters, such as UE location [67], inter-cell
interference, or access barring [68], can influence the RACH
behavior.
IV. A NALYSIS OF R ANDOM ACCESS S YSTEM
In this section, we analyze the influence of the numbers of
preambles assigned to the two classes on the key performance
metrics throughput, delay, and drop ratio. Initially, as groundwork, we analyze the random access system without preamble
separation. Then, we proceed to examine preamble separation.
A. Overall System Without Preamble Separation
1) Review of Steady State Analysis: Utilizing the notation
summarized in Table I, we first briefly review the steady-state
analysis of the system without preamble separation [66], [69].
In steady-state,
f
x
λ

=
=

x

e− M and
1 − (1 − f )W
.
f

(1)
(2)

As there is no closed-form solution for Eqn. (2) with respect
to f , numerical methods have to be used to obtain f and x
from the system of Eqns. (1), (2). The obtained f and x values
are used to calculate the performance metrics as [66], [69]:
• Throughput T : ratio of successfully received requests to
the total number of transmission opportunities:
λ
(1 − δ).
(3)
M
Delay D: time period from the first transmission attempt
until the request is successfully received by the eNB.
T =

•
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Fig. 4. Throughput T and drop ratio δ vs normalized arrival rate ρ in the
system without preamble separation, W = 8 transmission attempts.

Since the number of PRACH slots in a given LTE frame
depends on the PRACH configuration, we measure the
delay in units of PRACH slots:


Bmax
1
D =
1+
×
(4)
2
f −1
1 + (W − 1)(1 − f )W − W (1 − f )W −1
.
×
1 − (1 − f )W
•

Drop ratio δ: ratio of the requests that did not succeed in
any of the W transmission attempts to the total number
of initial requests transmitted:
δ = (1 − f )W .

(5)

The resulting dependency of the total throughput and drop
ratio on the total normalized load ρ is depicted in Fig. 4.
We observed that there are two distinct operating regions: an
underloaded region (to the left of point A in Fig. 4), and an
overloaded region (to the right of point A). The underloaded
region is characterized by linear increase of the throughput and
steady low drop ratio. On the other hand, in the overloaded
region, the drop ratio increases rapidly as the throughput drops.
Our hypothesis is that the preamble separation into two
device classes has different effects and involves different tradeoffs depending on whether the total system load is in the
underloaded or overloaded region. Hence, it is important to
exactly know the load value at the border between these two
regions. Therefore, we find in the next subsection the normalized load value ρ̂ corresponding to the maximum throughput
at point A in Fig. 4.
2) Peak Throughput Load: Considering the total normalized load ρ = λ/M , we evaluate the load value ρ̂ that achieves
the peak throughput, i.e., corresponds to point A in Fig. 4, by
analyzing the function T (ρ) Eqn. (3). After solving Eqn. (1)
for x and substituting it in Eqn. (2), considering that ρ = λ/M ,
we obtain:
ρ=

f ln(f )
.
(1 − f )W − 1

(6)

From Eqns. (3) and (6):
T = −f ln(f ).

(7)

Fig. 5. Peak throughput load value ρ̂ achieving maximum throughput as a
function of maximum number of transmission attempts W .

Now, we can find the value of f maximizing the throughput
through differentiation
dT
df

))
+ ln(f ) = ln(f ) + 1
= f d(ln(f
df

(8)

and setting Eq. (8) to zero. Thus,
f = 1/e

(9)

attains the maximum throughput. By substituting 1/e for f in
Eqn. (6), we obtain the peak throughput load:
ρ̂ =

1
.
e(1 − (1 − 1/e)W )

(10)

We observe that ρ̂ depends only on the number of allowed
transmission attempts W , and asymptotically reaches 1/e for
W → +∞, see Fig. 5. Consequently, substituting f with (9)
in Eqns. (5) and (5), we obtain for the peak throughput load:
Bmax
)(e − 1) ×
2
1 + (W − 1)(1 − 1/e)W − W (1 − 1/e)W −1
×
(11)
1 − (1 − 1/e)W

D̂=(1 +

δ̂=(1 − 1/e)W ,

(12)

T̂ =1/e.

(13)

The resulting dependencies are presented in Fig. 6. It is
intuitively clear that increasing W increases the delay, while
decreasing the drop ratio. Note that the steady-state throughput
does not depend on the Bmax with the model assumptions
in [66]. (This observation does not hold for the general case
with finite number of UEs in the cell or with a varying arrival
rate λ.)
From Fig. 6, we also observe that, if the parameters Bmax
and W are properly chosen (e.g., W = 8, Bmax = 0), the
system performance at the peak load point is characterized by
moderate delays and low drop probability.
B. Prioritization with Preamble Separation
We now proceed to analyze the fixed-assignment preamble
separation, i.e., we examine the split of the preambles into
two non-overlapping sets MI and MII . Since the two sets are
non-overlapping, we can consider them as two independent
systems. Thus, their performance metrics can be obtained via
Eqns. (1)–(5), whereby we replace M in Eqns. (1) and (3) by
mI and mII , respectively.
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Fig. 6. Delay D̂ and drop ratio δ̂ achieved for the maximum throughput
(peak load ρ̂) vs. maximum number of transmission attempts W , for different
values of Bmax .

In the next subsections, we examine the separation effects
in the underloaded and overloaded regions with two example
cases of the total initial arrival rate: ρ = (λI +λII )/M = 0.25
(point B) and ρ = (λI + λII )/M = 0.45 (point C in Fig. 4).
For ease of illustration, we set the absolute arrival rates of
both classes to be equal, i.e., λI = λII .
1) Underloaded Region: The plots in Fig. 7 represent the
performance of the RACH for class one and class two with
a fixed preamble assignment (separation), where mI (on the
x-axis) is the number of preambles assigned to class one;
thus, mII = M − mI preambles are assigned to class two.
The throughput is normalized with respect to all M = |M|
available preambles. We observe from Fig. 7a, that for the
underloaded case there exists a region ml ≤ m ≤ mr where
the total throughput with preamble separation matches exactly
the total throughput without separation. This region is bounded
by the number of preambles ml and mr achieving the peak
throughput of class I and II respectively:
 


λI
λ2
and mr = M −
.
(14)
ml =
ρ̂
ρ̂
(15)
Hence, the width ∆m of this region is:

  
λII
λI
∆m = mr − ml = M −
−
.
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The region width ∆m is zero, if (λI + λII )/M = ρ̂, i.e.,
when the total load equals the peak load; which corresponds
to point A in Fig. 4. Figs. 7b and 7c indicate that prioritization
within this region moderately decreases the delay in one
class, while keeping the drop ratio very low. Even though
underloaded systems do not pose performance challenges for
the RACH in practice, our analysis shows that an efficient
delay-targeted prioritization for class one can be performed
within the region ml ≤ m ≤ mr without a significant
performance degradation for class II.
2) Overloaded Region: We first observe for the overloaded
region in Fig. 8(a) that the total (aggregate) system throughput
(of both class I and class II) is higher or equal to the throughput without preamble separation. There are two throughput
peaks on the plot, corresponding to mI = 22 and mI = 32.
These peaks correspond to preamble allocations maximizing

45

Fig. 7. System performance vs. number mI of preambles allocated for
class one, for underloaded λ = λI + λII = 0.25M scenario (point B in
Fig. 4). Fig. (a) shows throughput T , Fig. (b) delay D, and Fig. (c) shows
drop probability δ. System parameters: M = 54 preambles, Bmax = 20
slots, W = 8 transmission attempts.

the throughput of class I and class II respectively (i.e., point A
in Fig. 4). Since λI = λII , the peaks are of equal magnitude.
For a general case, the total throughput is calculated from
the throughputs of class I TI and class II TII as follows:
T = TI mI + TII (M − mI ).

(16)

40

(17)

The maximum total throughput depends on the λI /λII ratio. If
λI /λII > 1, then the maximum total throughput corresponds
to the point when the number of preambles allocated to class I
maximizes its performance. The maximum achievable total
throughput is T max = 1/e, and is possible whenever TI = T̂ ,
and λI = ρ̂M .
Now we turn to the delay and drop ratio of the overloaded
region. From Fig. 8(b), we conclude that any prioritization of
class I (for mI > 27) results in a significant delay decrease for
class I, with a slight delay increase for class I. Importantly,
the delay reduction for class I comes at the expense of an
increased drop probability for class II, as shown in Fig. 8(c).
V. A LLOCATION M ETHODS
The goals of prioritization on the RACH can be both to
increase the number accepted UEs (throughput), as well as
to decrease the access delay. In this section we consider two
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Fig. 9. Normalized minimum number mmin
1 /M of preambles necessary
for allocation to class one (y-axis) in order to meet the delay requirement
(x-axis, in slots) for different load values λ1 expressed as a fraction of the
total number M = 54 of available preambles. The region above the M = 54
line is not achievable due to the insufficient available preambles. The region
right to the peak-load delay D̂ line is achieved in the overloaded system with
high drop ratio δ. System parameters: Bmax = 20 slots, W = 8.

(b)
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Fig. 8. System performance vs. number of preambles allocated for class
one mI , for overloaded λ = λI + λII = 0.45M scenario (point C in
Fig. 4). Fig. (a) shows throughput T , Fig. (b) delay D, and Fig. (c) shows
drop probability δ. System parameters: Bmax = 20 slots, W = 8.

approaches for calculating the number mI of preambles for
the prioritized class I: based on delay requirement matching
and based on throughput maximization.
A. Matching the Target Average Delay
If the devices in a delay-intolerant class have a common
delay requirement, then it can be beneficial to dimension
the RACH according to this requirement. In this study, we
consider delay in slots, therefore translation into the actual
time domain requires knowledge of the PRACH configuration
parameters. For instance, the PRACH configuration index
7 [64], results in one RACH opportunity per frame; thus, the
length of one slot is 10 ms. Following the analysis in Sec. IV,
we can calculate the required minimum number of preambles
mmin
(see Fig. 9) in order to achieve a target average deI
lay. Specifically, substituting x obtained from Eqn. (2) into
Eqn. (1) gives


(1 − f )W − 1
.
(18)
mmin
=
λ
I
I
f ln(f )
There is no closed-form relation between f and a given delay
requirement D. However, for a given delay requirement D,
Eqn. (5) can be solved numerically for f .

The method of using target delay for allocating preambles
suffers from several drawbacks. The delay parameter does not
account for dropped requests δ, and, thus, does not represent a
good standalone metric for the performance: for given system
parameters W and Bmax , the target delay requirement can be
located in the overloaded region (on the right from the peakload delay D̂ in the Fig. 9) and, thus, can be accompanied
by a high drop ratio. If mmin
> M (see M = 54 line in
1
Fig. 9) the target delay cannot be achieved at all for a given
λ1 . Moreover, since Bmax has no influence on the throughput
or drop ratio (see Sec. IV-A2), a better adjustment for the
average delay can be achieved through a proper Bmax setting.

B. Throughput Maximization: LATMAPA
Alternatively, the preamble-based prioritization can target
the throughput (and corresponding drop ratio) as performance
metric. The goal for setting the minimum necessary number
of preambles mmin is to keep the throughput of the corresponding class at its highest value. The maximum throughput
per preamble is achieved if λ normalized by the number of
allocated preambles mmin is equal to the peak throughput load
ρ̂ (10), i.e., if
 
λ
min
m
=
.
(19)
ρ̂
From Eqn. (19) and (10):
mmin = dλe(1 − (1 − 1/e)W )e.

(20)

As shown in Figs. 4 and 6, the drop ratio can be kept low as
long as the throughput of class one remains less than or equal
to the peak throughput. However, if we allocate more than
mmin
preambles to class one, the overall throughput decreases
I
while having almost no effect on the throughput and drop ratio
of class one. Thus, by choosing mI > mmin
I , the performance
of class two is unnecessarily degraded.
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Algorithm 1 Load-Adaptive Throughput-MAximizing Preamble Allocation (LATMAPA)
1: procedure LATMAPA
2: UE req. arrival rates: λI for high prior. class I; λ2 for low
prior. class II;
3: RACH parameters: W transm. attempts, M preambles;
4: Prioritization factor r, r ∈ [0, 1];
min
5: Calculate mmin
I , mII for λI , λII via Eqn. (20)
6:
if mmin
≤ M − mmin
I
II then
min
7:
mII ← mII ; mI ← M − mII
8:
else
m

l
M rmmin
II
, M − mmin
9:
mII ← max mmin +m
min
I
I
II
10:
mI ← M − mII
11:
end if
12: return Preamble numbers for classes I and II: mI , mII
13: end procedure

VI. E VALUATION
A. Simulation Set-up
We implemented the simulation models with an event-based
OMNeT++ framework (C++). We collected and processed the
statistics with Python-based open-source SciPy [72] libraries.
We simulated the random access procedure at the level of
detail corresponding to our model. In particular, we simulated
one eNB with either infinite-source (UE) assumption (i.e.,
back-logged request do not reduce the arrival rate) or with a
finite large number N ∈ {1000, 5000, 10000, 30000} of UEs.
An RA request is considered as collided if two or more UEs
select the same preamble in the same time slot. No propagation
or interference effects are considered. The 95 % confidence
intervals are less than 3 % of the corresponding sample means
and are not plotted to avoid visual clutter.
B. LATMAPA: Analysis vs. Simulation

Following these observations, we propose the LoadAdaptive Throughput MAximizing Preamble Allocation
(LATMAPA) for determining the necessary amount of preambles (see Algorithm 1). LATMAPA requires UE request arrival
rate estimates which can be obtained with combinations of
existing short [42] and long [70], [71] timescale prediction
techniques. The core idea of LATMAPA is that for the given
arrival rates λI , λII we calculate the respective necessary
min
number of preambles mmin
I , mII using Eqn. (20). If there
are enough resources to meet the demand of both classes
(underloaded case, Sec. IV-B1), i.e., if M ≥ mmin
+ mmin
I
II ,
then we allocate to class II its required number of preambles,
i.e., mII = mmin
II , and allocate the remaining preambles to
class I:
mI = M − mmin
II .

(21)

Thus, the number mI of preambles allocated to class I is a
least as large as necessary (mmin
I ). Hence, class I is prioritized
compared to class II.
Next, consider the overloaded case (see Section IV-B2)
when there are not enough preambles to satisfy the demand
of both classes, i.e., if M < mmin
+ mmin
I
II . In order to
maintain a prescribed level of performance for class II, we
introduce a prioritization factor r, r ∈ [0, 1], that regulates
the minimum number of preambles allocated to class II.
In particular, we allocate to class II the portion r of the
proportional allocation of the M preambles according to the
min
ratio mmin
+ mmin
II /(mI
II ) of the required preambles for
min
classes I and II, i.e., we allocate rM mmin
+ mmin
II /(mI
II )
preambles to class II. On the other hand, if the prioritization
factor r is so low that the allocation according to r would
gives less preambles to class II than are left after allocating
mmin
preambles to class I, then we allocate the remaining
I
M − mmin
preambles to class II. Thus, overall, we allocate
I
the number of preambles specified in Step 9. of Algorithm 1
to class. As specified in Step 10. of Algorithm 1, we then
allocate the remaining M − mmin
II preambles to class I.

Fig. 10 shows the LATMAPA performance as a function
of the normalized class I arrival rate ρI = λI /M for a fixed
class II arrival rate ρII = λII /M = 0.15. We have set the
prioritization factor to the relatively small value r = 0.02 so as
to initially consider a scenario with pronounced prioritization.
We examine the impact of r in detail in Section VI-D. In
Fig. 10, we compare our analytical model for an infinite UE
population with simulations for finite UE populations.
From Fig. 10(a), we observe that for increasing class I traffic
load ρI , LATMAPA sustains a nearly linearly increasing class I
throughput almost up to the load point ρ̂ = λI /M . Note that at
the ρ̂ load point, the number mmin
of preambles required for
I
class I reaches the total number of available preambles M . We
observe from Fig. 10(c) that the class II throughput starts to
drop when the class I load approaches ρ̂ − ρII = 0.22. This is
because the pronounced prioritization for the considered small
r = 0.02 adaptively takes preambles from the low-priority
class II and assigns the preambles to the high-priority class I
as the class I traffic load increases.
Similarly, we observe from Fig. 10c that LATMAPA maintains a nearly constant high class II throughput until the
total required number of preambles mmin
+ mmin
exceeds
I
II
the number of available preambles M , i.e., until the RACH
becomes overloaded.
We observe a positive side effect of prioritization with
LATMAPA in Fig. 10e, which shows the total throughput for
both classes. In the overloaded region, we observe that prioritizing class I leads to an increase of the total throughput with
LATMAPA compared to the total throughput without separation (which is plotted as the “No separation, inf, ana” curve).
This throughput increase achieved with LATMAPA prioritization corresponds to the throughput increase achieved with
preamble separation in the overloaded region (see Sec. IV-B2
and Fig. 8(a)). We also observe a slight “dip” (decrease) in
the total throughput in the load range between ρ̂ − ρII =
and ρ̂. This dip effect is due to different slopes to the left
and right of the maximum throughput region (A in Fig. 4):
class II throughput decreases faster (slope to the right of A)
than class I gains throughput (slope to the left of A).
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Fig. 10. LATMAPA throughput T and drop ratio δ for class I (a, b), class II (c, d) and the total throughput (e) as a function of normalized class I arrival
rate ρI = λI /M ; λII /M = 0.15M , fixed; System parameters: M = 54 preambles, W = 8, r = 0.02. LATMAPA is used to calculate the number of
preambles mI and mII . Model verification for infinite and finite number of UEs.

Regarding the accuracy of the analysis, we observe from
Fig. 10 that the simulation for the infinite UE population model
essentially coincides with the analysis for the infinite UE
population model. We also observe from Fig. 10(a), (c), and
(e) that the finite UE population throughputs are approximated
by the infinite UE population analysis. The discrepancy in
throughputs between simulation and analysis increases with
decreasing number of UEs. However, the analysis gives a
meaningful approximation and lower throughput bound down
to 10,000 UEs. We observe from Figs. 10(b) and (d) that the
drop ratios from the finite-UE simulations deviate significantly
from the analytical infinite-UE results. However, the infiniteUE analysis provide an upper bound of the drop ratios.

hence, low delay, can be guaranteed for class I as long as there
are enough preambles (i.e., for low r, we need M ≥ mI ).
The QoS level isolation achieved with preamble separation
is fundamentally different from prioritization methods that
manipulate the random access on a given set of preambles, e.g.,
methods that manipulate the access barring, backoff window,
or number of transmission attempts, because these prioritization methods do not eliminate contention of the different
classes for the same set of preambles. Also, the preamble
separation approach allows for effective prioritization during
long periods of overload and for steady-state operation, where
the access barring based approaches fail [28].

Importantly, LATMAPA still maintains low drop ratio for
the prioritized request class I. LATMAPA inherently excludes
any cross impact between the two UE classes, i.e., the QoS
levels of the two request classes are isolated from each other.
Therefore, quality of service, resulting in low drop ratio and,

C. LATMAPA: Comparison with Other Allocation Methods
We compare LATMAPA with the two existing load adaptive preamble allocation mechanisms in [57], [58]. With
ρI and ρII denoting the normalized loads of high-priority
class I and low-priority class II UE requests, respectively,

0.1
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mImin
mI , Du2016
mI , w = 10, Zhao2014
mI , w = 1, Zhao2014

0.2
0.3
0.4
Class I normalized arrival rate ρI
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the number of preambles mI allocated to the high
priority class I by LATMAPA, Zhao2014 [57], and Du2016 [58] as a function
of the normalized class I UE request arrival rate ρI . The minimum required
number of preambles mmin
from Eqn. (18) is plotted as a reference. Class II
I
load is kept constant at ρII = 0.2.

the Zhao2014 allocation mechanism [57] allocates mI =
min{b1.5ρI M c, b M wρI /(ρI +ρII )c} preambles to the highpriority class I. The weight parameter w is varied in the range
(0, 10]. The remaining mII = M −mI preambles are allocated
to the low-priority class II.
The Du2016 allocation mechanism [58] considers the access
barring factor bI , and the number xI of contending UEs in
a given slot for class I. The Du2016 approach calculates an
optimal split β ? = mI /mII as follows:
(
?

β =

xI (1−bI )
M log xI (1−bI )−xI (1−bI )
xI (1−bI )
M log xI (1−bI )/2−xI (1−bI )
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Fig. 12. LATMAPA performance with different prioritization factors r: (a)
number of preambles allocated to classes I and II; (b), (c) throughput of class I
and II respectively; (d), (e) drop ratio for class I and II respectively. X-axis
is class I normalized arrival rate ρI ; class II traffic load ρII = 0.2, fixed.

if xI (1 − bI ) ∈ [3, +∞)

if xI (1 − bI ) ∈ (1, 3).
(22)
From the optimal split β ? , the Du2016 approach allocates
mI = M β ? /(1+β ? ) preambles to the high-priority class I and
mII = M − mI preambles to the low-priority class II. Note
that the Du2016 approach utilizes information about the exact
number of contending UE requests in the upcoming slot. It is
not realistic to obtain this number for every slot; however, the
expected number of contending UE requests can be obtained
as a function of the arrival rate λI by numerically solving
Eqns. (1) and (2). For a fair comparison with LATMAPA and
Zhao2014, we use this expected number of arrivals xI for
obtaining the optimal split as in Eqn. (22), and set the barring
factor bI = 0.
We compare the preamble allocation for class I resulting
from LATMAPA, Zhao2014 [57], and Du2016 [58] in Fig. 11,
with the fixed class II arrival rate ρII = 0.2. We observe that
both Zhao2014 and Du2016 do not allocate enough preambles
to the high priority class I. For Zhao2014 [57], we observe that
changing the weight parameter w only influences the allocation
high loads ρI ≥ 0.35. In contrast to the Zhao2014 and Du2016
allocation methods, LATMAPA allocates the required minimum number mmin
of preambles to the high-priority class I
I
as long as the available number of preambles M and traffic
load ρI permit; hence, LATMAPA more effectively prioritizes
the high-priority class I traffic than the prior Zhao2014 and
Du2016 approaches.

D. LATMAPA: Impact of Prioritization Factor r
The prioritization factor r ∈ [0, 1] controls the minimum
level of service provided to class II. It only plays a role if the
overall amount of preambles is insufficient to satisfy the traffic
load of both classes. That is, if r = 1, the available preambles
are allocated proportionally to two classes. If 0 < r < 1,
class II only obtains an r portion of the proportional preamble
allocation. In the other extreme case, if r = 0, class I gets all
available the resources.
Fig. 12(a) shows the number of allocated preambles as a
function of the class I normalized arrival rate (load) ρI , with
class II arrival rate fixed at ρII = 0.2. We observe that the
preamble allocation is static until the arrival rate reaches the
point where mmin
+ mmin
I
II = M at ρI = 0.17: class II gets
only necessary number of mII = mmin
II preambles, and class I
receives the remaining mI = M − mmin
II preambles.
The prioritization factor starts playing a role once the arrival
rate of class I increases above ρI =. For r = 1 both classes
are treated equally and share the available M preambles
proportionally to their loads ρI and ρII . For r = 0.6, we
observe a shift in the preamble allocation towards class I:
class I is prioritized, hence, the gap between mI and mII
is larger than for r = 1. For r = 0.0, class I is first allocated
its required minimum number of preambles mmin
(up to the
I
available M preambles), and any remaining preambles are
allocated to class II. Thus, the setting r = 0 corresponds to
strict prioritization.
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Fig. 13. Minimum number of required preambles mmin and PRACH slots
per frame NPRACH as a function of total arrival rate λ [arrivals per frame].

E. Tuning PRACH Configuration Index
In the preceding sections, we have analyzed and evaluated
scenarios for a prescribed fixed PRACH configuration index.
However, practical scenarios require the tuning of the PRACH
configuration index, which corresponds to the number of
PRACH slots available in a given frame [35], [73]. Our model
can be readily extended to tune the PRACH configuration
index. The tuning allows to choose the optimal index in
order to properly provision the channel. In particular, if
mmin = mmin
+ mmin
I
II ≥ M , then a larger number of PRACH
slots per frame NPRACH is needed:
 min

mI + mmin
II
NPRACH =
.
(23)
M
Fig. 13 shows the required minimum number of preambles
mmin and the required number of PRACH slots per frame
NPRACH as a function of the total arrival rate λI + λII . The
number of PRACH slots can be used to determine the PRACH
configuration index, e.g., index 0 for NPRACH = 1 or index
12 for NPRACH = 5.
F. Remark on Comparison with Random Access Procedure
Manipulation Methods
Generally, LTE random access performance has been studied for two main settings: constant (steady-state) traffic, where
the system behavior is studied for long periods of constant
UE request load, and bursty traffic, where the system is
studied for temporary (sudden) overload periods. The constant
traffic studies have mainly focused on evaluating steady-state
performance aspects and influencing parameters [66]. On the
other hand, the bursty traffic studies have focused on methods
for the efficient resolution of large amounts of simultaneous
(one-shot) or nearly simultaneous (mostly modeled as betadistributed with a prescribed activation time) UE request arrivals [28]. State-of-the-art methods for prioritizing random access through the manipulation of the random access procedures
on a given set of preambles, such as Extended Access Barring
(EAB), belong to the category of bursty traffic studies. That is,
random access parameter manipulation methods, such as EAB,
have been developed for temporary, non-persistent overload
conditions. Thus, these random access parameter manipulation

methods are not suitable for addressing persistent, constant
overload conditions (which are the focus of this present study).
For instance, studies [66], [68] have demonstrated that neither
access barring or tuning of the back-off parameters change the
steady-state throughput or drop ratio of systems with constant
traffic loads. Therefore, LATMAPA, which has been developed
for steady-state (constant) traffic, can not be directly compared
with prioritization methods that manipulate the random access
procedures on a given set of preambles so as to address nonpersistent traffic bursts. However, future research can explore
combinations of these two types of approaches so as to address
non-persistent traffic bursts that are superimposed on steadystate traffic.
VII. C ONCLUSION
For the setting of steady-state (constant) UE request arrival (load) traffic in future 5G wireless systems that have
evolved from LTE-A, we have examined the separation of the
preambles into into two classes, a high-priority class I and
a low-priority class II. For underloaded traffic conditions we
have determined a safe prioritization region ∆m, within which
delay decreases for class I are not accompanied by noticeable
performance degradations for class II. For overloaded traffic
conditions we have demonstrated that preamble separation
can increase the total (aggregate) throughput. Prioritization of
class I in the overloaded region comes at the cost of increasing
the ratio of dropped requests for class II, but can significantly
decrease the delay and throughput for class II.
We have further investigated two possible preamble allocation methods for prioritization. The first approach matches
the average access delay of the prioritized class, but turned
out to be not practical. The second method, Load-Adaptive
Throughput-MAximizing Preamble Allocation (LATMAPA)
strives to maximize the system throughput. We demonstrated
that LATMAPA gives favorable performance up to the exhaustion of available preambles by the prioritized class I.
Future research can investigate the combination of our
LATMAPA preamble separation approach for steady-state
(constant) overload traffic conditions with methods that manipulate the random access on a given set of preambles, such
as Extended Access Barring, for mitigating temporary arrival
bursts. Moreover, developing an analytical model to account
for finite number of UEs in the cell can bring additional
insights into the LATMAPA dynamics. There is also a need
to design a practical protocol for informing UEs about the
available MI and MII preamble sets, which could be achieved
by adding the preamble set information to the broadcasted
system information blocks.
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